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ABSTRACT

Jarrett Key’s thesis book examines their journey towards
understanding their freedom through three lenses: Survival,
Transformation and Celebration. Through pointed excavation
of the oral histories and lost stories of their upbringing in
rural Alabama, their work presents critiques of the historical
conditions that sowed the seeds of their contemporary
personhood, while simultaneously creating spaces to celebrate
beauty, joy, and survival. The objects Key builds perform their
freedom and are crafted from materials that reference pieces
of their own personal narrative. Highlighting works from
Leaving the City (oil paintings on cement), the Hot Comb (forged
black steel sculptures), and Slave Ship/ESP (oil on canvas and
cement) series, Key’s thesis unpacks their artistic process and
objects, while sharing those voices that inspire their practice.

IAM/I AINT Silhouette
2017
Oil, Acrylic and Paper Collage
9” x 12”
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I AM FREE AINT I? The question reflects a history and language
of protests dating back to 1851. Sojourner Truth rhetorically
asked a crowd of women in Ohio, “Ain’t I a woman?” In 1968,
Black sanitation workers protesting unequal and unsafe working
conditions in a segregated Memphis, TN held signs reading, I AM
A MAN, declaring their personhood. Of course Sojourner Truth
was a woman, and of course these Black sanitation workers were
men. Yet through the eyes of their reality, their personhood was
at stake. If they were not seen as equal, could they truly be free?
Their burdens and fears, their shouts and declarations persists
today. Am I free? I AM FREE AIN’T I? My freedom is in jeopardy.
I have anxiety that at any moment I could be literally taken, imprisoned, trapped. Drowning in fake news, body cam videos, and “be
safe, be vigilant” texts from my mom, my personhood is at stake.
This thesis book examines my journey towards understanding my freedom through three lenses: Survival, Transformation
and Celebration. My practice embodies several modes of production within a single frame. I create objects that draw on the
forms, images, and materials found within a sculpture, painting, and performance practice. Through pointed excavation of
the oral histories and lost stories of my upbringing in rural Alabama, my work presents critiques of the historical conditions
that sowed the seeds of my contemporary personhood, while simultaneously creating spaces to celebrate beauty, joy, and survival. The objects I make are the keys to unlocking and revealing
a world in which I do feel free. I think hard about the lessons
and the values my grandmother passed along to 5 generations of
my family. I think about my brother Jon and I running through
pastures full of cows and their pies as kids. I think about the
stories of enslaved Carribean folx wanting freedom so bad
that the shackles of slavery couldn’t hold them down. They
lifted their heads and flew off the ground and away from the
islands. They were free. My objects perform my freedom.

SURVIVAL:
TESTAMENTS TO
PERSONHOOD
I often think of all the Black people that have come before me.
What they endured, what they were expected to survive. Their
survival becomes the first lens I look through to understand
my own freedom. There is a direct line between the life these
ancestors lived and my own -- for without them I for sure would
not exist. When I consider how my family arrived to the rural
South, I quickly realized that the generic history of enslaved
Africans and their passage across the Atlantic would have
to suffice. I don’t have records of my family’s lineage. I’m not
sure who owned my ancestors pre-abolition, I don’t know the
specific port my ancestors entered as they were forced
into this “new world.” So the diagram in my elementary
school history textbook would have to suffice. I’m sure you
know the one I’m referring to: Under the chapter titled
Slavery in the Americas, a small image depicts, in horrific detail,
African slaves stacked efficiently in the bowels of a slave ship.
Apartment No. 1
2019
18” x 24”
Silkscreen on Paper
Collaboration with
Merrick Adams
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I first saw this image in 1998 in the third grade
classroom at Mother Mary School in Phenix City,
Alabama. Many of the nuns who ran this all-Black
Catholic school were from Jamaica.
I remember Sr. Joanne specifically gave
us time to look at the diagram.
As she moved across the classroom she said,
When slaves were brought across the...
Atlantic! Several students shouted out.
They were brought on huge ships. It was a terrible
and difficult journey that could take months.
Many people died just traveling across the ocean.
Sr. Joanne wore a more casual habit style than
some of the older nuns. She wore a tight fitting royal
blue coif with a simple haint blue blouse
and a conservative navy skirt.
Describe this image? What do you see?
One kid yelled out, They are real close.
It’s packed in there.
Yeah, it looks completely full, someone else added.
What has always disturbed me about this image is
how un-humanly the enslaved are illustrated.
As if their bodies are only puzzle pieces used to
depict their own destitution.
I said, Why do they look like that?
They don’t look like real people.
14

Slave Ship (Screen Print)
2019
18” x 26”
Silkscreen on Paper

Many years later I found out that this image is
called the ‘Brookes’ slave ship diagram.
This diagram was first printed in 1787 by James
Phillips, George Yard, Lombard Street in London.
English abolitionists alarmed by the horrors of
the Atlantic slave trade printed the Brooke’s
diagram in a series of anti-slavery pamplets,
newspapers, and journals. The Brookes diagram
depicts the bowels of the ship loaded to its full
capacity - 454 people. The ‘Brookes’ itself sailed
the passage from Liverpool via the Gold Coast in
Africa to Jamaica in the West Indies. This image
swayed public sentiments regarding slavery,
particularly among white women in England.

Fast-forward to my Bedstuy apartment in 2014.
Black Lives Matter was in full motion, as Black
and POC folx filled the streets to protest against
the repeated killing of Black people by Police
Officers. I stood in my makeshift studio, a narrow
30 ft long hallway that connected Kit’s and my
room to the kitchen. The chants of “Hands up
Don’t shoot” and “I Can’t Breath” echoed as
I worked. I put stencil to paper and built textbased paintings that allowed me to meditate, to
reflect on the state of the Union. I felt so unsafe,
so frustrated, so angry, and so sad as my news
feed flooded with images and videos of folx that
look just like me being shot down like dogs on
concrete streets.
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ABOVE:

CANT BREATHE
2016
18” x 24”
Oil on Gessoed Paper

RIGHT:

HANDS UP !
2016
18” x 24”
Oil on Gessoed Paper

HANDS UP! DON’T SHOOT! I CAN’T
BREATH! Exclamation mark, exclamation
mark, exclamation mark. The shouts, these
cries, these prayers all emphatically shared. I
quickly realized that I hated these phrases. This
language continued to paint images of Black
bodies in vulnerable positions, hands raised
begging for life. This language continues to
affirm and propagate the deadly power dynamics
that we experience in the streets. I wanted a
more empowering phrase. I thought of what
Black folx in the past said to inspire solidarity
in the community while pushing to declare their
personhood federally. I AM ! AINT I! I AM!

Through these early works, the exclamation mark
rises to figuration. A declaration of personhood.
The exclamation mark or point personifies
its meaning: a mark meant to interject strong
feeling or high volume to the statement it
follows. All shapes of human expression can be
uttered with an exclamation mark. A deafening
scream when startled, a shout when excited
or angry, a wail when in pain or sorrow. This
iconicity, or consonance between form and
meaning, attracted me to this sign. With a simple
inversion, suddenly the punctuation becomes
figurative. The point resolves as a head resting on
the collarless neck of a standing stoic Black body.
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ESP Slab 2
2018
24” x 36”
Silkscreen on Cement

ESP
2019
24” x 24”
Silkscreen on Paper
Cement Collaboration
with Merrick Adams

Could this mark function as a stand in for
human experience?

stacked and painted, Slave Ship and Slave Ship II
acknowledge the personhood of each African on
the voyage across the Atlantic. We understand
this image marks the beginning of a long history
of the commodification of the Black body. The
Black body is no longer free, their agency is no
longer respected. They are objects, tools to be
exploited. This image depicts the moment where
Black folx lose their personhood and freedom.
The exclamation marks in this series reminds
the viewer of the humanness of each person
who was enslaved. They cried! They yelled!
They were full people!

With this new vocabulary I thought of ways
to represent a history of Black protest and
survival in the face of institutions meant to
control and oppress us. I started with the OG of
Black oppression - the Slave Ship. Finally I had
a solution to the illustrations I hated of Black
bodies in the “Brookes” diagram I first saw in
third grade.
The Slave Ship series explores the exclamation
point as a mark for the voices, the breaths, and
the expressions of the enslaved. Meticulously
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ESP (Cement)
2019
24” x 24”
Silkscreen and
Cement on Paper
Collaboration with
Merrick Adams

I then considered the next evolution of slavery,
the prison system. I changed my substrate from
canvas to concrete, highlighting the material
found in Eastern State Penitentiary. Eastern
State Penitentiary as a facility became the
model for more than 300 prisons across the
world from its operation in 1829 to 1971. ESP
Slab 1 and 2 (2018) captures me at a particular
juncture in my process. This sculpture highlights
a formal consummation of the Slave Ship
paintings with the architecture/blueprint of
Philadelphia’s Eastern State Penitentiary. The
sculpture laminates the history and legacy
of the “Brookes” slave ship diagram and the
atrocities of the Atlantic slave trade with the

contemporary mass incarceration crisis. 300 I
AMs are etched in the concrete to perform the
passing of time on an individual tormented by the
walls of solitary confinement that define ESP’s
legacy. The exclamation mark rises as an icon
for all the voices silenced in a system meant to
control them. This work marks the continuation
of parallel systems and institutions meant to
disenfranchise Black and other vulnerable bodies.
Within the same visual vocabulary, I created a
series of sculptures that anthropomorphized
the exclamation mark. I needed to get the mark
off the page so that I could share space with
it. I moved from oil paint and the matrix of a
silkscreen to plaster and cement.
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The exclamation mark has been a productive icon for me to reflect
on the sanctity of personhood and the Black body throughout
history. This history is traumatic and fraught. Through each of
these objects I remind the viewer of their personhood. Their
shouts! Their cries! Their pleas to be seen as a full person.
This conundrum persists today. Am I seen as a full person?
Someone who experiences pain even in the face of joy? As I
transition from thinking about survival, I consider tactics I use
in my everyday life to affirm my own personhood and agency.

ESP Slab 1
2018
40” x 30”
Silkscreen on Cement
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TRANSFORMATION:
DISIDENTIFICATION
AND AGENCY OF
PERFORMANCE OBJECTS

My practice embodies several modes of production within a
single frame. I create objects that draw on the forms, images, and
materials found within a sculpture, painting, and performance
practice. Through pointed excavation of the oral histories
and lost stories of my upbringing in rural Alabama, my work
presents critiques of the historical conditions that sowed the
seeds of my contemporary personhood, while simultaneously
creating spaces to celebrate beauty, joy, and survival. The
objects I build perform my freedom and are crafted from
materials that reference pieces of my own personal narrative.
Exclaim Mark
2018,
42” x 5” x 5”
Plaster, Wire, Acrylic Paint
and Varnish
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I get misread a lot.
I was once in a Walmart down the street from my
mom’s home in Alabama. I love Walmart. They have
everything. You can get a six pack, a gun, a new outfit
and fresh set of tires, all in one place.
I walked toward a Black woman with dreads working
the cash register next to the cigarettes.
Hi, can I get a pack of Marlboro Lights please?
I asked.
Oh, yes. She sang in an Alabama accent slow and tender.
Thank you!
She turned away and reached for a pack of Marlboro
Reds, then shifted back towards me until she realized
she grabbed the wrong pack. I caught her share a
small smile as she turned away to pick the one with a
gold wrapper.
Thank you so much. I said again.
No problem.
I pulled out my red Bank of America card, as she
swiped the carton.

Um. Can I ask where are you from? She asked.
Oh Seale, Alabama. You know about 15 mins or so
down the road.
Oh so you’re from here? A beat passes. What are you?
She asked.
What do you mean?
Like
I’m Black. I finally blurted out.
Man?
Um...sure. I tapped my foot, sighed and
Oh okay. But your eyes... I mean. Yeah Okay.
You grew up around here?
Yes! I said with a smile.
Chile you sure don’t sound like it.
She hummed a gentle laugh.
I know I’ve been getting that since the second grade.
But yeah, I’m born and raised here. I live in New York
City right now. Just home visiting.
Ah, I see. Well you be good now. Have a good day.
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LEFT:

Hot Comb No. 2
2020
Forged Black Steel
26” x 2”

RIGHT:

Key Family in the Garden
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

PAGE 24:

Exclamation Icon
2019
~3ft x 6.5ft x 8ft ~125lbs
Cement, wood frame,
wire, and ball
Installation Shot from
RISD Painting Triennial in
Woods-Gerry Gallery.

In one interaction, this woman’s initial read
of my race, my gender, my regionality were all
proven incorrect. In fact she found aspects of
my identity illegible, confusing from a distance.
After engaging more with me, she was forced to
reframe her descriptions about me in order to
build a more congruous understanding of the
person standing in front of her.

object. Through the failure of this interpellation,
the narrow frame she initially built to read me
is broken. I AM Black. Maybe she has never seen
a Black person that looked like me. Now I have
shifted what’s possible in her own imagination
when conceiving of a Black person. I’m an
agent in this transformation of her conception
of Blackness.

We all experience this. We read people, and
then realize we have misread them. Then we are
forced to redescribe them to ourselves in order
to make them make sense to us. Through this
process of redescription, one is required to reassess one’s own understanding of a person or

Jose Munoz describes this phenomenon as
disidentification. He writes “disidentification
is about recycling and rethinking encoded
meaning”.1 Encoded meaning are the frames
that we build to understand the world around
us. He theorizes that people of color or queer
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folx (QTPOC) often expose the limitations
of traditional mainstream descriptions and
assumptions regarding the performance of their
idenity. In everyday life, their seemingly legible,
inoffensive performance actually with closer
evaluation disavows or even protests norms.
Those who engage with them rethink their own
assumptions to reveal true a myriad
of possibilities.

_________________________________________________

I build objects that take advantage of this
phenomenon: Image and form perform. My
objects like Hot Comb No. 1 from a distance
may appear to be a weapon or a strange bat.
The viewer from a distance sees this object.
As they get closer they realize the object
literally has teeth. The ontology of the object is
reimagined. The assumed modes of production
are reassessed. These objects are not meant to
be read quickly. Image and form continue to
perform their same dance as a transformation
occurs for the spectator, who is now an actor in
an intimate conversation with me.

1.Muñoz, Jose, Disidentifications.
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 2015). 31
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ABOVE:

Mom and Cousins
2019
12” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

RIGHT:

Free Self Portrait
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)
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ABOVE:

Kam and I
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

RIGHT TOP:

RIGHT BOTTOM:

Jarrett Dancing
2020
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

Jarrett at Cabin in Snow
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

Close your eyes. Imagine a Black person in
a place. Where were they? Often when I ask
folx these questions, they say, Oh I saw a
Black person walking down the street, playing
basketball, in a prison. I wondered if there were
any common threads between the ways these
mostly white artists, curators and educators
imagine Black bodies in spaces. I quickly realized
the environment is the same in each of their
imaginations. Urban spaces! Landscapes defined
by cement.

to blame the media. I wonder where the folx, who
dared to close their eyes and imagine with me in
my studio, have had meaningful experiences with
Black people. Probably in urban spaces.
Why is that? Take a moment to consider Jacob
Lawrence’s Black Migration series from the 1940’s.
Those paintings illustrate a very real truth about
the migration of Black bodies across America
after World War I. Fleeing the racist, violent
policies of Jim Crow and the lack of employment
in the rural south, many Black Americans literally
packed up their shit and moved to the big city.
Any big city, as long as it was in the north.

Why is this the case? I guess films, tv, music
features Black folx mostly in urban spaces - not
32

TOP LEFT:

GCB Squad
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

ABOVE:

BOTTOM LEFT:

Huddle
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

Jon Wearing Red Glasses
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)
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LEFT:

Warrior at Rest
2020
36” x 72”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

ABOVE:

Paris in Prospect Park
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, Detroit. There
was a shortage of industrial workers so Black folx
found jobs, new lives and hope in cities.

in cities don’t own the land they live on. Land is
one of the major capital assets families have to
bequeath to their next of kin. Next is access to
sustainable, quality food. The last thing I think
of is the perpetual worker: Someone who has no
ability to experience leisure, or rest with security,
no ability to leave the city.

What has changed since Jacob Lawrence painted
these works memorializing an important moment
in Black empowerment and survival?
Close your eyes and imagine a Black person in
Chicago, New York, Detroit or Philly. How do you
imagine that environment?

My current series of paintings, Leaving the City
is a body of oil works on cement. Painted in
wet cement like a fresco, the image depicts
Black people I know in lush, pastoral landscapes
literally held by a substrate of cement. The
images of Black leisure appear in defiance to the
cement, which echoes the limited spaces where
Black folx appear in the imaginations of others.

The first thing I imagine is the immense presence
of Police. Urban Black areas are often some of
the most highly surveilled districts in cities. The
second thing I think of is how many Black folks
37

TOP LEFT:

Dee in Soybean Field
2019
12” x 9”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

TOP RIGHT:

BOTTOM LEFT:

Person Becoming Tree
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

Man Lying on Grass
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)
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BOTTOM RIGHT:

Jamal [Untitled]
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

ABOVE:

Jon under Tree
2020
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)
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LEFT:

Twins in France under Tree
2019
9” x 12”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

RIGHT:

Hot Comb No. 1
2019
Forged Black Steel
24” x 2”

The object continues to perform, continues a
steady stream of complicated images that break
any misaligned assumptions. For example, let’s
consider the history of the hot comb: Used by
women to achieve coiffed hairstyles in late-19th
century France, this object became quite popular
among Black women as earlier as the 1900’s as a
way to achieve straightened hair and ushered in
some of the first Black millionaires in America.
Yet, this object has been associated with a myriad
of anti-Black sentiments. Some consider the
straightening of hair an assimilationist tactic in
a White supremacist society. Some people just
want the length and the ability to flip their hair.
Black joy and agency are held in tandem with
pain and oppression.

The images suggest land ownership, safety,
and freedom.
Black people can experience leisure. Black
people can own land. Many Black people do!
As the viewer engages with these objects on
a difficult surface, marked by gestures meant
to suggest depth, detail, and distress, they are
forced to see Black people outside the scope of
their own imagination. My brother Jon lying
in a field suggests that he might own that land,
rather than be a laborer working at the expense
of someone else’s fruit. Suddenly a smile from
an ex-boyfriend, as he and I sit arm in arm on
a blanket stands a sign of power, agency, and
protests to the incessant images of Black bodies
stuck in urban settings, being terrorized by Police
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Officers. A break from the pain and suffering. We
have all gotten too comfortable enjoying images
of Black suffering as art.
I am a gender non-conforming Black artist, raised
in rural, Alabama. I once made a piece: A faded
denim pocket removed surgically from a pair of
overworn jeans from Uniqlo. My friends jokingly
said, you should title this piece, “A black, queer
person wore these jeans,” as if this pocket that
stands in as a relic of all the experiences I have
faced, as if all the obstacles I have overcome,
could be an art object itself. How have we
defined the lines separating an art object from
a non-art object?

Through its creation I reperform the form
and function of a “real” found hot comb. This
fabricated object performs as the relic or standin for my grandmother’s comb and the signature
phrase, “your hair is your strength”. The object’s
sameness or legibility with a found hot comb
is important. However, it is not meant to be a
replica of my grandmother’s hot comb. Instead,
the forged steel stands as a figure the viewer is
meant to face.

On first glance Hot Comb No. 2 is elusive. Many
wonder, did Jarrett make a weapon? Is that an
ax? As they move closer to the object they realize
it has teeth. Literal teeth. It’s a comb. The hot
comb series is not a collection of found objects.
Instead, each object is fabricated. I don’t have
the hot comb that my grandmother used on her
hair for 50 years. It was not an object bequeathed
to me. So I can’t simply display it with the title,
“my grandma straightened her hair with this hot
comb.” I recreate it. As the evaluation continues
the viewer rests their gaze on three feet balancing
an erect piece of forged Black steel. They see the
marks of my hand as I banged a hot 2 inch piece
of metal down to less than 3/16 of an inch.

The exclamation mark rises as another stand
in, that on first glance, could be any basic
humanoid figure. But with further examination
its familiarity no longer eludes you. Then !
These objects perform their form and image
consistently regardless of context. Yet one’s
relationship with the object constantly changes
as one’s engagement with the object deepens.
The performance of this disidentification
accentuates and simulates for the viewer the
phenomenon I experience in my daily life.
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ABOVE:

Alabama Flowers No. 1
2020
10” x 8”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)
RIGHT:

PAGE 44-45:

RIGHT:

Sharina Sunbathing
2020
24” x 36”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)

Hide and Seek
2020
48” x 36”
Oil on Cement (Fresco)
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Celebration:

Look
Book
46

Over the last two years I have been making couture garments
as costumes for music videos, live performances and my fairy
tale opera. Inspired by the landscapes of the south, each of these
“looks” incorporate the recognizable layers of the Southern
Longleaf Pine Cone. Look 1-2 realize this influence through
draping fabric on knit bodies. Look 3-6 rely on the pleat and its
history to perform the iconic layers of the pinecone. Looks 3 - 6
also feature haint blue, a color made with crushed indigo leaves.
Marked by its’ resemblance to the clear blue sky, the ceilings
of verandas are painted this color in the south. It is said that
if any unfriendly ghost attempts to enter your home and your
ceiling is painted haint blue, the spirit will look up and think
they see the sky and crossover. Keeping them out of your home.
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Look 1
2019
Leotard
Pants with Draped sides
Knit Cotton Blend

Look 2
2019
Leotard with Asymmetrical
Draped Shoulders
Pants

Shot by Dee Walls

Knit Cotton Blend
Shot by Dee Walls

Be My Bau
2019
3:39 minutes in duration
Tempera on Canvas, Video
Clip, and Track
Video shot by Jarrett Key
Video Edited by Jarrett Key
Costumes - Patterned and
Sewn by Jarrett Key
Track – Composed and
edited
by Jarrett Key
Lyrics - Jarrett and Dee
Walls
Sculptures - Jarrett Key
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Look 3
2019
Pleated Asymmetrical
Jumpsuit
Hand Dyed Moroccon Indigo
Muslin Cotton
Knit Cotton Blend
Shot by Merrick Adams
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Look 5
Pine Cone
2019
Draped Couture 8ft Gown
Nylon Blend
Photography:
Rey Londres
Model: Jordan Thomas

Look 6
Jupe Culottes and Vest
Hot Comb No. 1
2019
Nylon Blend
Cotton Blend
Photography:
Rey Londres
Model: Jordan Thomas
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CELEBRATION:
NEW WORLDS
OLD MEMORIES

My practice embodies several modes of production within a
single frame. I create objects that draw on the forms, images, and
materials found within a sculpture, painting, and performance
practice. Through pointed excavation of the oral histories
and lost stories of my upbringing in rural Alabama, my work
presents critiques of the historical conditions that sowed the
seeds of my contemporary personhood, while simultaneously
creating spaces to celebrate beauty, joy, and survival.
I recently obtained an MFA from RISD Painting; however, I am
writing an opera: a Black fairy tale set in an imaginary South
populated by Alabama’s Southern Longleaf Pines. This opera
is fueled by my art objects and the daily question of my studio
practice: “I AM FREE, AIN’T I?” I am anxious about my own
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freedom under the current administration. To console myself, I conjure the image of my grandmother singing “your hair
is your strength, never cut your hair” on her porch in Alabama.
She had long hair until her death in 2004 and would straighten it with a hot comb. Her words remind me that my power
and agency come from within. If I trust in my body, I am free.
The objects I build perform my freedom and are crafted from
materials that reference pieces of my own personal narrative.
While forging my black steel Hot Combs, I discovered that my
grandfather worked in a foundry for many years. My Hot Comb
series serves to memorialize my grandmother’s lessons through
the legacy of my grandfather’s physical labor. In Leaving the City, a
series of fresco oil paintings in cement, I draw upon skills learned
in summers spent working construction with my father. When
folx visit my studio, I ask them to close their eyes and imagine
a Black person in an environment. They—predominantly white
artists, curators, and educators—imagine Black bodies in urban
spaces, landscapes defined by cement. The depictions of Black
leisure in my works appear in defiance of the cement, exposing
the limits of public imagination when it comes to Black life. These
bucolic images suggest land ownership, safety, and freedom
within lush pastoral landscapes. The opera as gesamtkunstwerk
holds the hot comb as Prop, the scenes of Black folx in landscape
as Tableau, and the voice of my grandmother as Music.
This fairy tale opera celebrates my journey to understanding
my freedom. Celebrates the lessons and traditions
from my ancestors, celebrates my voice and agency,
celebrates a world in which all Black people can feel free.
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A FAIRYTALE opera
The following Libretto is a work-in-progress:
Once upon a time, there were two children, named X and Y. These were peculiar
children as they were born at exactly the same time - only three years apart.
They were the Drops of Madear, a great family amongst all the great families of
the Well, a beautiful collective of pastures surrounding a large well in the Pine.
The Pine was full, thick of a thin tall tree. This tree was so tall that once deep
in the Pine, the haint blue of the sky disappeared. The Pine held the history of
darkness. A black so deep that even the Drops couldn’t imagine it. The hair of
the innocent who stumble in the Pine’s shade hang like lynched locs amongst the
branches and pine cones. Hair is strength, here it’s a rule in Well. Drops wear
hair proudly, like crowns on their head. But if it’s cut, their strength is gone and
they are dead. It is said that when the head of any great Drop family flies, they
either fall back into the well or are trapped in the Pine. All Drops come from
the well. The well gives life in Well and takes it back once it’s over. Only a Drop
burdened with the Key could perchance fall prey to the Pine instead of returning
home to the Well.
We find X and Y each lying on a bed of the softest green needles. Their mother, YZ
spent the twilight hours of the entire Sow season collecting the recently shed hairs
at the edge of Well - on the furthest pasture where even the sticky wind damp from
skating across the well is dry. She was safe even at the ledge of the only life she’s
known. As the rays of the sun first begin to kiss the green acres, the trees of the
Pine dance, stretching their arms and shaking their tresses. With each undulation,
hairs are thrown in to the sky. YZ is ready. The strands surf above the Pine’s
ceiling and fall toward her body, as it copies the gestures of the trees. YZ snatches
the needles out of the air, quick before they touch the ground. She looks at her
hand after this daily ritual - the freshest sap green pines The rest of the needles
settle around her feet and rust as she begins the pilgrimage home to start the day.
YZ passes all 12 stones while going home. Each stone marks the land and the
house responsible for its care. The whole lineage of her family is held between
these 12 stones - her older siblings and their families knit together, connected
along a trail of indigo hardened earth.
3… I hope that little droppette is strong, look just like the mother 2… Brandus
is gon’ out live us all. 1MADEAR!!, screams shatter the silence on this morning
walk. YZ in panic covers her face and runs to the first stone, the dropped sap rusts
in the dust.
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Screams turn to sobs turn to screams. YZ follows the call pass the hearth up the
pillar through the screens until…
Nurse: She’s gone. Madear has flown away!
A puddle of linen gathers on sienna and indigo marbled tiles. Drapes hang from
the heaving black-brown throat, She’s gone…
YZ:

Madear?… She flied?

YZ falls to her knees, holding W still in her nightgown. She joins her sobs. As tears
run down YZ’s face and fall, suddenly her bellowing black satin gown becomes the
color of the dawn sky - a faint haint blue.
YZ:

My Moda. Gone to glory, free forever.
Madear - in your age I knew, your time was coming soon.
Moda, may your fall lead you to the well.
May your fall lead you to the well.
I AM.
I AM.
It’s time to wake everyone up!

YZ stumbles through the screens and climbs up the second pillar under the tresses
of a petite pine. Before passing through the screens, Y yelps, Ma? What’s going on.
X clumsily stirs as YZ enters their club. The haint fell into focus and X gasped,
GraModa. X had never seen the haint appear. Only the sky carries such a color
unless the key bearer, the head of family, flies away.
Moda? X turns to face YZ who is kneeling next to the stack.
YZ:

Oh my baby, yes it’s true,
the day has come, and it all turned blue.
I’m sorry to share such sad sad news,
but yes your GraMa is gone, has flew.

YZ perches on the stack next to X, Y plops out of the stack and unto the tiles to
grab hold of the leg of their grandmother’s youngest child.
YZ:

You remember when I told you one day, one day when you grew, 		
everyone you knew would be wearing a faint blue, just like the sky,
haint - remember you smiled. You wondered what would happen to
a sky with no clouds. I said imagine that sky clear as can be. A sky
with no fears or worries a sky free?
Well your GraModa is high high filling the sky. Is now a cloud sitting
up looking down. And the next time it rains she’ll fall again to water
the earth here with us.
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YZ:

Everything has changed now, oh my child you will see
Today is the day, She flew
And you grew
Oh your tale, my baby

Y grabs YZ’s hand, Ma
YZ begins to cry, kisses her children and waves goodbye.
Get dressed, be down at the hearth at 9.
Y climbs off the tiles and unto the stack right next to X.
Y:

X I’m scared
I’ve never heard Ma sing this way
Did she say fly
Did grandma fly
I know I have my hair
But X I’m scared

X:

Y I know you’re scared but we both have our hair

X grabs Y’s hand and they walk toward the arches revealing the dawn sky
X:

Do you see the sky? It’s so wide so bright
The night dark shade has gone away
The sun awakes and start this day
Once upon a time,
In a place where Drops do fly
Only once in a life
Are children born from the well
You know that
After 12 full moons the well swells
Fresh air push forth 10 Drop shells
10 Drops are born
To join us here in Well
Just like flowers
who spend only a few dawns a year standing tall
We rise we grow
We learn we hope
We love each other
Stand by each other
Until it’s our turn to fly
Yes Grandma flied
She flew
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Grandma has flown away
Look a cloud
Y it’s a cloud
Sitting up
Looking down
a cloud
Once a drop flies
They soar up in the sky
And right before the next rainfall
they become a cloud
And when it rains Y
Y:

The clouds fall down

X:

to water the ground
To join the well again
And give us life

Y:

Is that cloud
Sitting up so proud
Grandma ?

YZ passes through the screen and hits her head on the branch of the petite pine
and slides down the pillar pass the hearth to catch herself
YZ:

How should I tell them what they are too young to know
It is X’s fate today’s that date
Madear
Are you still near?
Madear
I know you’re not here.
Oh my dear
X my baby
Oh Madear
X my fears

YZ:

Because Madear’s gone
It’s your turn to ascend the throne
To lead and unite all 12 pastures as one
To end the fights and right the wrongs
My dear young child
Fourteen, Strong and Proud
Of all the burden’s one could bear
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With all the problems that are here
My Moda’s Youngest Child’s Child
Must now the town all bow down
To my oldest child
My honest, vulnerable child
Madear why aren’t you here?
Y:

Hi Grandma

X:

Hi Grandma

Y:

You’d be proud grandma
I know I have my hair and I’m not scared Grandma
My hair is my strength
My strength keeps me whole
My hair

X:

Our Hair
Grandma’s a proud cloud
Sitting up and Looking down

YZ:

Madear
Are you still near?
Madear
I know you’re not here
The sun is up
The day’s begun
My mother’s gone
It’s time to mourn
Until the sun brings the next day
A wake to mourn
My Mother’s grace

X:

Do you see the sky? It’s so wide so bright

Y:

Grandma is a cloud

YZ:

A wake
A wake
It’s time for
A wake.
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